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Udokan Mining and 
Metallurgical Plants: five 
million hours without an 
LTI, Russia

Murmansk Arctic LNG-2: 
NDT Laboratory, Russia 

RHI has been awarded the 
Basrah Refinery Project, 
Civil Package, Iraq

1. AWARD NEWS
Iraq
Basrah Refinery Project:
• RHI has been awarded the Basrah 
Refinery Project, Civil Package.

Turkey
Sakarya Gas Field Development Project:
• RHI has been awarded the Sakarya Gas 
Field Development Project.

2. PROJECT COMPLETION
• Opening ceremony at the Garagum 
Hotel Project, Turkmenistan.

3. NEWS FROM THE SITES
Turkmenistan
Garagum Hotel Plant  
• The 15th Summit of the Economic 
Cooperation organisation was held at 
Garagum Hotel. 
Russia
Udokan Mining and Metallurgical  Plant
• Outstanding success in challenging 
climatic conditions.

4. QHSE – NO COMPROMISE
• HSE milestones (working hours without 
a lost time incident (LTI))
 - Baikal Mining Company Udokan Mining 
and Metallurgical Plants, Russia: five 
million hours.
• Murmansk Arctic LNG-2 Project / 
Kolayard & VJK 4-5 Project, Russia: award 
ceremony.
• Murmansk Arctic LNG-2 Project, Russia: 
NDT Laboratory.

5. SOCIAL LIFE
• Baikal Mining Company Udokan Mining 
and Metallurgical Plants: visit to Mou 
Kuandinskaya Soshi Orphans’ Boarding 
School, Russia.

6. RÖNESANS HOLDING NEWS
• REXA Rönesans Excellence Awards 
2020
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Award News

Following our recent arrival in the country and the establishment of office premises, RHI is happy to announce that it has been 
awarded a second contract in Iraq.

The Sakarya Gas Field Development Project consists of a natural gas production system to be established under the sea, 
a processing facility to be established on the shore at Filyos, Turkey, and pipelines to connect these two units.

The project capacity is 10 MMSCMD. Project duration is expected to be almost 24 months, with a peak of 2,500 employees on site. 
RHI will install 6,379 tons of equipment (including heavy lift assistance), 5,868 tons of steel structures, 90,000 WDI of pipe, and 
one million meters of cable for E&I works.

RHI AWARDED ITS SECOND PROJECT (CIVIL PACKAGE) IN IRAQ

RHI AWARDED THE SAKARYA GAS FIELD DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

Basrah, Iraq

Sakarya, Turkey

RHI is pleased to announce its second project award in Iraq, following our recent entry into 
the country and our establishment of an office.
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Project Completion

We at Renaissance Heavy Industries are proud to announce 
that on November 19, 2021 the opening ceremony was held of 
the Garagum Multi-Purpose Hotel with its Business Centre, 
with the participation of the President of Rönesans Holding, 
Dr. Erman Ilıcak, and the President of Turkmenistan, His 
Excellency Mr. Gurbanguly Berdimuhamedov. Country deputies, 
members of the government, heads of ministries and sectoral 
departments, heads of military and law enforcement agencies, 
and representatives of non-governmental organisations and the 
media attended the ceremony.

The opening ceremony of the Garagum Hotel started with a 
congratulatory speech by the President of Turkmenistan.

The construction of the hotel and business centre started in 
September 2018. It has been built at the crossroads of A. 
Niyazov Avenue and Hoca Ahmet Yesevi Street, near 
Ashgabat International Airport. It features a main building, 
technical building, and a multi-purpose building designed in the 
style of a Turkmen nomad’s tent, to reflect the national culture 
of Turkmenistan. “Silk Road” animations are shown on LED 
screens installed on the facades of the hotel.

Following the opening ceremony, the President of 
Turkmenistan, His Excellency Mr. Gurbanguly Berdimuhamedov, 
together with the President of Rönesans Holding, Dr. Erman 
Ilıcak, toured the hotel and checked the various room types. It 
has a total of 87 guest rooms (17 standard rooms, 47 deluxe, 14 
superior, eight suites, and one VIP room) with 204 beds. It has a 
multi-purpose business centre, a banqueting hall for 500 
people, a main restaurant, a breakfast hall, an à la carte 
restaurant, offices and meeting rooms for certain guests, and 
a congress hall that can host international conferences and 
forums. In addition there are souvenir shops, a bank branch, 
beauty salons and a fitness centre, an indoor swimming pool, 
Turkish bath, sauna, jacuzzi, and steam and ice rooms, all at the 
service of guests. 

Participants at the opening ceremony attended a celebration 
dinner, where local dishes were served.

Renaissance Heavy Industries sincerely thanks all our 
teammates who contributed to this project.

OPENING CEREMONY AT THE GARAGUM HOTEL PROJECT
Ashkabat, Turkmenistan
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New From The Sites

On November 28, 2021, the 15th Summit of the Economic 
Cooperation Organisation (ECO) was held at the Congress Centre 
of the Garagum Hotel in Ashgabat. Construction of this hotel 
and business centre, inspired by the Garagum Desert in its 
design and architecture, and in which the latest technology and 
materials were used, was completed by Renaissance Heavy 
Industries. 

The Garagum Hotel and Business Center, which was built to host 
international summits, and which features a congress centre and 
meeting halls, was put into service after an opening ceremony 
held on November 19, 2021. 

Turkmenistan hosted the summit as ECO Term President in 2021, 
and the event was chaired by the country’s President, 
Mr. Gurbanguly Berdimuhamedov. It was attended by: ECO 
Secretary General, Mr. Khusrav Noziri; President of the Republic 
of Turkey, Mr. Recep Tayyip Erdogan; President of the Republic of 
Azerbaijan, Mr. Ilham Aliyev; President of the Islamic Republic of 
Iran, Mr. Seyed Ebrahim Raisi; President of the Kyrgyz Republic, 
Mr. Sadyr Japarov; President of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan, 
Mr. Arif Alvi; President of the Republic of Tajikistan, Mr. Emomali 
Rahmon; President of the Republic of Uzbekistan, Mr. Shavkat 
Mirziyoyev; and Prime Minister of the Republic of Kazakhstan, 
Mr. Askar Mamin.

THE 15TH SUMMIT OF THE ECONOMIC COOPERATION ORGANISATION 
WAS HELD AT GARAGUM HOTEL & BUSINESS CENTRE

Ashkabat, Turkmenistan
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New From The Sites

The Udokan Copper Enrichment Plant in the Udokan Region of 
Russia, which Renaissance Heavy Industries is building as 
General Contractor, will upon completion have a copper ore 
processing capacity of 12 million tons per year and a copper 
production capacity of 130.000 tons per year. Mr. Valery 
Kazikaev, the chairman of the board of the Baikal Mining 
Company, visited the construction site, where construction and 
electromechanical works were progressing rapidly. Logistics and 
other processes are proceeding successfully in difficult climatic 
conditions, at an altitude of 1600 m. The Udokan project has 
achieved five million working hours without a single lost-time 
incident.

Upon completion, the plant will be among the ten largest 
concentrated copper mines in the world. It will consists of a 
main crusher, 3.2 km conveyor, stock area, mills, flotation tank 
area, and filtration and electrolysis units. It will produce 99% 
pure copper in sheet form.

Renaissance Heavy Industries is pleased to be a company with 
success-oriented teams and managers, and we thank all our 
teammates who are contributing to these achievements.

The details of the main equipment at the facility are as follows.
• Four ball mills (diameter 6.7 × 9.75 m), 8.000 kW power supply, 
and two semi-autogenous mills (10.97 × 5.8 m), 16.000 kW 
power supply.
• One mud carbon steel tank with a diameter of 35 m; 
six stainless steel tanks of diameter 30 m.
 − Feed material: 2.870 t/m3

 − Feed fluid density: 1.000 t/m3

• KB-63x89 primary main crusher
 - Total crusher weight: 332 tons
 - Capacity: 2.500 to 5.100 tons/hour
• 24 flotation tanks
 − Tank diameter: 8 m
 − Tank height: 7 m
 − Tank volume: 300 m3

 − Maximum density: 1.40 kg/dm3

 − Maximum temperature: 60°C
 − pH range: 6–12

UDOKAN MINING AND METALLURGICAL PLANT: OUTSTANDING SUCCESS 
IN CHALLENGING CLIMATIC CONDITIONS

Udokan, Russia
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QHSE – No Compromise

UDOKAN MINING AND METALLURGICAL PLANT: FIVE MILLION HOURS 
WITHOUT A LOST-TIME INCIDENT

MURMANSK ARCTIC LNG-2 PROJECT / KOLAYARD & VJK 4-5 PROJECT: 
AWARD CEREMONY

In October 2021 the Udokan Mining and Metallurgical Plant Project 
completed 5.000.000 working hours without a lost-time incident.

A total of 3.000 personnel work at the project, day and night. The 
site is at an altitude of 2.600 to 3.000 meters. It is 25 km from the 
nearest settlement, the town of Novaya Chara, where about 3.000 
people live. When travelling to the site, the most convenient way 
to reach Novaya Chara is by small aircraft, from the city of Chita.

On site, there are long periods of extreme cold during the winter 
months, with strong winds of up to 27 m/s from time to time. 
Heavy snowfall can cause roads to close and work to stop. Our 
colleagues, who face conditions that become even more difficult 
due to high atmospheric pressure and reduced oxygen in the air, 
have made great efforts to achieve this milestone.

Celebrations began with photo shoots, and continued with 
speeches by the Business Unit Director, Mr. Erman Çelenk, the 
Project Manager, Mr. Ersin Eroğlu, and HSE Group Chief Mr. Ali 
Rıza Doğdu. Afterwards, 100 personnel were presented with 
certificates of achievement. 

We congratulate all our colleagues on this success.

Mr. Kaya Cenk Gözek, Construction Manager of Murmansk Arctic LNG-2 Kolayard & VJK 4-5 project, was presented with a plaque of 
appreciation by the HSE management of the project for his outstanding performance in creating the occupational safety culture within 
the project, ensuring safety at the workplace and improving the HSE performance of the work teams.

We thank him for his devoted work and wish him continued success.
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QHSE – No Compromise

MURMANSK ARCTIC LNG-2 PROJECT: NDT LABORATORY
A non-destructive testing (NDT) laboratory, established within 
RHI’s Arctic LNG-2 project in Murmansk in Russia, continues to 
provide uninterrupted quality control services with its various 
competencies and accreditations. 

A total of 26 personnel, all expert and certified in their fields, 
carry out NDT tests in our Krondex production facility and on our 
construction site and report them instantly. Nine people work in 
ultrasonic testing (UT), eleven in radiographic testing (RT), three 
in magnetic, liquid penetrant, and hardness testing (MT-PT-HT), 
one in chemical analysis (PMI), and two in phased array ultrasonic 
testing (PAUT), which has the most advanced flaw detection 
sensitivity of all NDT methods.

Thus, with the experience gained from past projects, matters that 
directly affect work flow and may otherwise delay critical processes 
are now resolved immediately by our own NDT laboratory, without 
being left to the initiative of subcontractors. Our professionalism 
and the owner’s trust are always maintained and continue to reach 
higher levels. With immediate action being taken, depending on 
the intensity of the workflow, our expert staff and equipment 
inventory are constantly updated by considering our long-term 
objectives, and the problems that may arise from these issues no 
longer constitute an obstacle to the workflow. 

All the equipment we use within the scope of this investment, 
Universal NDT, is well-known for its durability, its ability to detect 

flaws and discontinuities, and its long-term operability even in 
harsh site conditions. These are among the devices widely used 
at our project location. Thus, it is possible to perform all NDT 
methods at the level required by EN, ASME, GOST, and other 
standards, as specified in our current project. 

For example, apart from conventional NDT methods, the highest 
quality Olympus OmniScan X3 device known in this field is used 
for PAUT, which is known for its superior defect and discontinuity 
imaging, and for converting discontinuities in internal structure 
into a digital film image, which we have in our NDT laboratory. The 
examination of welded connections by UT and RT, which can cause 
serious loss of time, can be speeded up with PAUT, with our expert 
and highly competent staff actively carrying out inspections every 
day.

Within the scope of our Arctic LNG-2 project, we carry out 
non-destructive tests of welded connections 24/7. We average 
220 joints a day in piping radiographic control, with 30 m/d in steel 
structure control; 200 joints a day in piping ultrasonic control, with 
250 m/d in steel structure control; and 60 joints a day in PAUT 
control, with 30 m/d in steel structure control.
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Rönesans Holding News

Social Life

RHI SPECIALISTS RECEIVE NINE REXA AWARDS

BAIKAL MINING COMPANY UDOKAN MINING AND METALLURGICAL PLANT: 
VISIT TO MOU KUANDINSKAYA SOSHI ORPHANS’ BOARDING SCHOOL

We have been holding the REXA (Rönesans Excellence Awards) Renaissance Excellence Awards since 2015 with the aim of ensuring 
the continuity of our organisation by encouraging our employees’ success, and their openness to development and change. 

REXA rewards our employees who have accomplished successful work in our group, according to certain criteria, so encouraging 
work to be carried out better. We list below the winners of the REXA Quality Awards, following the evaluation of the works carried 
out in 2020 by the Committee and through objective measurement methods. We congratulate the winners and wish success to all 
candidates for project, team, and best practice in 2021.

Despite the difficult geographical conditions, employees at the 
Udokan Mining and Metallurgical Plant Project have delivered 
exemplary work and exhibited great social responsibility. By 
providing material (children’s gifts, clothes, etc.) and aiding 
morale at the Orphans’ Boarding School in the nearby city of 

Kuanda, they gladdened the pure hearts of the children living 
there. By sponsoring the New Year’s events held at the school, 
they proved that kindness in the world is infinite. 

Individual Category / Woman who has made a difference
Arctic LNG 2 - Lale Tanriverdi
Exxon Mobil, West Qurna 1 - Özlem Babacan
Individual Category / Leader who has made a difference
Hassi R’mel Expansion Boosting Compression Facilities Project Phase 
III - İlyas Öner
Amur Gas Processing Plant Project - Denizhan Yaşar Çoban
RHI, Administrative Affairs, Doctor - Ravi Hüseyinov
Account Exxon Mobil - Bertus Jacobs
Team category / Project and practice that have made a difference 
Zerger 432 MW Simple Cycle Power Plant EPC Project Group - Günhan 
İkiz, Ercüment Özyurt, 
Cem Dericioğlu, Sevinç Kekeç, Onur Oğuz, Elif Aşık Uluocak, 
Ceyhun Filiz, Virgilio G. Guinza, Gamer Temizsoy, Ahmet Sönmez, 
Fethi Arslan Kılınç, Hilmi Erol, Alp Kavçin, Geldimurad Nuriyev, 
Maksat Tashliyev, Shahnaz Rafayeva
Team category / Project and practice that have made a difference  
Roofing Works Group - Özgür Köseoğlu, İbrahım Soyturk, Murat Dolen, 
Arnold T. Pacaldo, Kakageldı Agamuradov, Isa Nazjanov, Abdullayew 
Gurbanmyrat, Ismaılow Allanazar, Orozow Mekan, Gurbanbayew 
Begenc, Toganow Allabay, Mahmydow Farhat, Jumabayew Satlyk, 
Gurbanbayew Basım, Orazow Gundogdy, Pırmuhammedow 
Begmuhhammet
Innovation Category
Renaissance Heavy Industries - Kurenkov Andrey Leonidovich
Exxon Mobil, West Qurna 1 - Ömer Muharremoğlu
Quality Category / Individual - Team
TDS System - Şakir Yakan

Construction Site Category 
ZapSib-2 Ethylene Cracker Unit (ECU) Plant - Aydın Yıldırım, 
Uğur Pehlivanlar, Ertan Yüce, Mehmet Aykul, Soner Keskin
Quality Category / Best practice
CTOD Test - Arctic LNG 2 - AWP1-B Project - Lale Tanrıverdi, Onur Erinç 
Karakış, Vadim Misko, Aleksey Gubarkov
HSE Category / Individual
Arctic LNG 2 - Aleksandr Vakulenko
Zerger 432 MW Simple Cycle Power Plant - Virgilio Godpray Arias 
Guinza


